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In this tutorial you will be guided to use OCHE.eu platform to build QSAR 

models focusing in the development of PLS-based models
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First you need a dataset of molecules, as example the molecules available 

from the J Med Chem publication on PAK4 inhibitor will be retrieved from 

the article web page.

To do this go to pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/acs.jmedchem.7b01342 

and click on the supporting info “SI” icon ....
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…. the browser will go to the page (in different way dependin on the 

browser you use) and it will present the link to download a comma 

separated variable (csv) file:

jm7b01342_si_002.csv

Click on it and the file will be downloaded on your PC (Take a note were it 

is going to be saved)
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If your browser was set to ask where to save the under downloading files 

you will be asked for a folder to save the csv file
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Here a new folder callse “OCHEM_Tutorial” was prepared to save the csv 

file
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ALWAYS CHECK THE FILE IS THERE!

Now right click on the csv file and open it with libreoffice or import in excel.

Here libreoffice was used
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A dialog window will pop up asking how the file should be interpreted.

Check comma as separator and uncheck all the other options. You have 

an example on the windows how the data will be read. Pay attention on 

the way the number will be interpreted (Italian or International)
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Once the file is imported in libreoffice you can check it is correctly read. 

Slide on the right …
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… and focus on the PAK4 Ki colum
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Rename the column into just Ki and ...
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Delete the other columns. Rename the compound column header into 

RECORDID.

You need just three columns: RECORDID, SMILES and Ki

Save the file as excel type, the one with .xls extension is only valid
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CHECK THE XLS FILE IS THERE!
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Go to OCHEM.eu and click onto “Create account” if you do not have any
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Fill in all the data ...
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…. and then click on “I ACCEPT CREATE MY ACCOUNT”
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Once the OCHE account is activated log in in the portal using the 

username and password you indicated during the registration
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Now you have logged into OCHEM
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Now let’s to import the xls file.

Click on the Database tab and select “Batch data upload”
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A window will give you some direction. Click on “ChooseFile”
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A window will popo up and ask you to select the file you prepared before. 

Just click on it twice.
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Now click on “Upload” button
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You will have a preview on the data under uploading, slide down ...
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And click on “Upload this sheet”
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Next the portal will show some info on the data, pay attention on how the 

activity potency (IC50 or Ki) will be interpreted, here the program suggest 

Kis as log(M). You know it is not true so it have to be fixed, therefore click 

on the “log(M)” link ...
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A list of measures will be shown. Slide down till you find uM or the unit you 

know is your activity ppotency.
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At this poit almos everything is set. Click on “Download excel file”
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And it can happen the program complain about something, although 

everything was correctly made.

In this case the complain is about the Ki.
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So go back in your excel file and convert the Ki into pki as follows
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Click on the cell aside the first Ki value end insert”=log10(C2/1000000).

This means you are going to transform the ki from micromolar to molar 

and make the log10.
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As soon as you click on enter the pKi value is calculated
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Now select the cell containing the firs pKi value and by clicking on the little 

square on the right-botton and slide down to apply the calculation of the 

pKi to all the other cells.

Select the pKi column and copy into the memory ...
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…  then paste it on the Ki column by choose “paste special” and indicating 

just the numbers.
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Now you have the excel file containing RECORDID, SMILES and pKi 

columns
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Go to OCHEM.eu and repeat the uploading of the excel file as above 

described
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Now the unity of the activity potency is correctly reported, click on 

“Download Excel file”
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And everything is OK, slide down to check all the rows ...

In this tutorial the OCHEM.eu portal will complain about data duplication 

with the user rino.ragno@uniroma1.it. 

Ignore it and go on.
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… and if everything is OK click on “Proceed with upload” again
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The portal will report on the data you have uploaded.
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Now let try to make some models. Click on the “Models” tab and select 

“Create a model”
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A window will give you the opportunity to select the statistical engine, for 

this purpose select PLS (although in the image is show selected MLR)
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… slide down and click on “Next>>”
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… but it will ask you to select a training set.

Then click in the “[...]” link ...
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… and select the excel file containing the dataset as prepared above
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Now the correct statistical method is selected (PLS) and there is also the 

training set.

Slide down ...
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... and click on “Next>>”
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A window will ask you how to treat the molecules, leave everything as 

suggested and click on “Next>>”.
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In this windows the portal let you select which descriptors you want to use. 

Uncheck everything ...
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Once all is unchecked ...
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Select the Dragoin v. 7 descriptors. Make sure all are selected.
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Slide down and click on “Next>>”
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Here you can choose hoe to convert into 3D the smiles, accept “optimise 

with Corina” and click on “Next>>”
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In this next window you can transform and filter the descriptor data ….

Deselect “Group descriptors” and ...
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… set the normalization as shown in the image.

Then click on “Next>>”
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… everything is ready, just click on “Next>>” to launch the calculation.
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Befor launching the portal will ask to set the name of the under creating 

model. Modify it as you like and click on “Start calculation”
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A windows wiil open and showing the process ...
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After some minutes the results will be shown.

Here you can see the R2 is not so high (2 Principal components). 

But if you have payed attention in the training set were also included the 

staurosporine and PF3758309 molecules that were used as reference 

drug in the article. 

Therefore it could be assumed that those two molecules being quite 

different from the new molecules they should be removed from the training 

set.
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To remove molecules from the training set it is possible to create a 

selection of the original dataset and work on it.

To do that click on “Database” tab and select baskets
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The Baskets (Datasets) wil be listed. Let’s click on the one we are working 

on ...
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… and after the windows have changed to the one similat to the image 

click on the “records” link
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… the window will now show all the records (molecules) in groups of 5.

Slide down ...
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… and change it from 5 to 50 (a number greater of your molecule number)
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Now you have all the 40 molecules displayed (sorted in reverse mode from 

the last to the first) , look for the staurosporine (AUTO_1) and PF3758309 

(AUTO_2) molecules (theys should be in the bottom. But first select all the 

record by clickn on the double check green icon
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Then slide down and deselect the two moelcules by clicking in the little 

boxes as shown   
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Now click on the “Molecule sets” tab and ...
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… the “Selected records” will indicate 38 records.

Click on it ...
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And rename it as you like and click again on the “Molecule sets” tab
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Now create a model using the “38 Mols” set
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Everything should be already set, but CHECK IT!
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Click on “Next>>”
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Click on “Next>>”
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Click on “Next>>”
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Click on “Next>>”
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Click on “Next>>”
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Click on “Next>>”
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Click on “Next>>”
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Click on “Next>>”
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Wait for the model
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Wait for the model
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Wait for the model
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Once the model is ready you can have the results.

In the right you have the QSAR equation and on the bottom (not shown) 

you can download everything in an excel file and inspect it as youlike.

Slide down and save the model!
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Once the model is ready you can have the results.

In the right you have the QSAR equation and on the bottom (not shown) 

you can download everything in an excel file and inspect it as youlike.

Slide down and save the model!
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You have created a QSAR model by means of PLS.

You can go back to your model later on to check the details.

Click on “View your model’s properties”
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The model again will be shown and slide down to look for a excel file to be 

downloaded
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The model again will be shown and slide down to look for a excel file to be 

downloaded
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The model again will be shown.

The portal will ask what you want to save, just select everything

Slide down to download the file
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Click on “Get Excel File”
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Then click on “Download” and you can open it with excel or libreoffice to 

inspect the results


